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1: 5 Things I Learned By Dating A Girl From The â€˜Hood | Thought Catalog
ABC's Primetime news broadcast of girls in gangs. Cynthia McFadden reporting.

I personally enjoyed reading and listening to the vocabulary used by this author. I encourage young teenage
females to read these types of books because it gives out knowledge for girls who are eager to learn about
relationships and life in general. However, i can say that this book was not boring at all, it actually made me
want to read it more and more. Hope you ladies read it and enjoy it like i did. Sep 19, Angell Johnson rated it
it was amazing One word for this book I was able to read this book from cover to cover without putting it
down. May 16, Redd Monroe rated it really liked it Yaya is all about money in life , especially with her best
friend.. She does whatever she can to get money. Strip , trick , lick whatever. But when she meets indie her
whole outlook on life changed.. And it made her want to change. And if you ask me she lost the best man she
could ever manage to have.. Jada ends up killing a cop and getting sentenced to life.. So she has to talk to the
doctor that deals with mental people.. Londa was so damn loyal to her friends and seemed like she always got
shitted on. Blake is in the county locked up but him and Londa go way back. Then there is yazmine who she
has been cool with since 4th grade. Girls From Da Hood 4 Synopsis: This is a book with three different stories
in it. Mature Teen, Adult, Women Purpose:
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2: 'Girl From The Hood' Movie Needs Cars, Buses, Extras | WVXU
Like its predecessors, Girls from da Hood 4 introduces you to women from the streets of Brooklyn who known how to be
on that grind. In "Prada Plan," you meet Disaya Morgan. She is a person of meager beginnings who vowed never to be
that way again.

July 2, The following is an ode to black girls who grew up in the ghetto. Black girls who stay in the beauty
supply and seek refuge in the nail salon. Black girls who lay their edges with the utmost precision. Black girls
who were carefree before it became an aesthetic. I write this to acknowledge you, to acknowledge us. I was
seven years old when I realized that I lived in the projects. I went to a school that had decaying ceilings with
mould exposed on every surface. On the way home, I would pass multimillion dollar houses only to enter a
building with pests and addicts circling the corridor. By nature, we adapted familiar attitudes and behaviours.
The sounds of our beads and bubbles bounced in a poetic harmony whenever we would play Double Dutch.
They hung firmly onto our braids that touted intricate and complex designs. Despite our low economic status,
stretching a dollar was something we did best. We overcompensated in every aspect, especially when it came
to self-expression and creativity. I would watch her get dressed every morning as she slid each gold ring onto
her finger. I worshipped her gaudy beauty practices that included sliding gold caps onto her teeth mixed with
the heavy usage of black gel to get her finger waves and baby hair just right. Bottles of Pink Lotion and Blue
Magic resided beside her bamboo earrings that proudly showcased her name. I idolized the use of her bold
lipstick choices and eyelashes that dancehall queens would envy. Sooner than later I adopted the essential
stylings of the ghetto. I always stayed with some sparkly, dollar. My most prized possession? An airbrushed
tee that bestowed my nickname, a faux Louie V purse yes that rainbow coloured one in addition to my
extensive collection of Chinese slippers from the dollar store. My desire to show up and show out was fulfilled
every time I left my house and onto the catwalk in the projects. I witnessed creativity and innovation at every
stop as I admired the men and women who were their true, authentic selves without interruption. Nameplate
jewelry, nail art and colourful, synthetic wigs has cemented itself into pop culture without our identities being
portrayed positively and certainly without reparations. In so many words, the ghetto has been repackaged and
curated to appeal to the masses whilst replacing black femmes and dark skinned women with those who look
racially ambiguous. Often times, the show-stopping hairstyles and outfits that are celebrated in the hood are
seen as violations in the eyes of principals, employers and likeminded individuals who have suspended or
isolated black girls for rightfully expressing themselves. On the flip side, it is seen as editorial or high fashion
and renamed something more palatable when women from privileged backgrounds get a hold of them. Where
are the collaborations? The following is used as a way to consume and participate in the hood without actively
belonging to it. What was once looked at as tacky is now a staple for those who wanna be down. In addition,
performative blackness has allowed non-black women to succeed while women from the ghetto are vilified for
our existence. To sum it up, brands and numerous individuals have successfully gentrified the ghetto and
continue to ignore the geniuses within it by refusing to pay homage until being called out via social media.
Even then, it still falls incredibly short. Making the distinction and specifically centring black women who
grew up in the projects is intentional. It is a way to acknowledge the innovators who broke the rules all the
while defining themselves on their own terms. While black women as a whole share several experiences, black
women who reside d in the ghetto have endured an egregious amount of respectability politics at the hands of
black women and NBPOC who live d across the tracks. Girls who blast their music via their cellular devices
on public transportation. Girls who run into the beauty supply with a headscarf on to get some pack hair for a
quick weave. Girls who were carefree without flowers in their hair. Girls who would strut in bedazzled jeans
and Baby Phat jackets in their prime. Girls who make cheap clothing from Rainbow or Urban Planet look top
of the line. This is an ode to the black girls in the hood, the original trendsetters. Follow me on Twitter here.
Photograph by Keith Major.
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3: 5 lessons from growing up in the hood | Ed Latimore
Girls from Da Hood, Girls from Da Hood 2, Girls From Da Hood 3, Girls From Da Hood 4, Girls From Da Hood 5, Girls
from da Hood 6, Girls From da Hood 7, Home My Books.

In fact, we moved to a worse public housing project called Northview Heights. I stayed there until I was 18,
which is when I left for college. This image is from a recent news story about a kid who got shot in Northview
Heights. I grew up a few blocks from that building. Some terminology for the uninformed masses. But not all
hoods and ghettoes are public housing projects. There are shitty neighborhoods all over the country. Housing
projects tend to be the worst kind of ghetto â€” you gotta be a special kind of broke to live where the
government subsidizes your rent and utilities. To me they all mean the same thing: The projects destroy the
future of most people. The following is an effective but gross oversimplification: People promote ignorant ass
values, have kids early, those kids get indoctrinated with the same ignorant values, and the cycle repeats itself
for generations. Books have been written on this subject for decades. But I made it out. I could have gotten a
girl pregnant as a teen, been arrested, or killed. I learned things from that environment which give me a
significant advantage in civilized society. And the things I learned are very different from book learning. Good
manners go a long way in the hood I fought a lot as a kid. Say something a little too offensive that gets guys in
the mood to fight? While a guy might not have a gun, he might not care about catching an aggravated assault
charge to defend his honor. This is assuming you call the cops, which everyone in the ghetto avoids: Fighting
because someone feels disrespected makes you less likely to be disrespectful in the future. In the ghetto, safety
and security is an illusion My house had doors and locks. When you grow up in the ghetto, you never feel
safe. My mother kept food on the table, but her temper and physical abuse left me hurt as much as some street
fights. I never got comfortable thinking there was such a thing as safety. The guy who robbed me looked a
little like this I remember some kids broke into my locker one day in the dead of winter and put my coat in the
toilet. When I was 11, I got robbed by a crackhead at knife point for a calzone. There were many other
incidents like these. Point is, I internalized something at a very young age: Most people have trouble accepting
the following: You can be robbed, neglected or betrayed. Once you internalize this, you learn to value
everything that you have. What the hood taught me about money Money is not the root of all evil. Not having
money is. But I am absolutely saying that they cause less of it. There are purely evil people in the world, but
most crime â€” especially violent crime â€” is committed for financial reasons. A drug dealing dispute
probably started it. That armed robbery at the convenience store for bucks that cost some dude his life? I once
watched thugs beat and rob a pizza delivery boy on Christmas Eve! The few that did, sent two people: Things
could always be worse My home situation was slightly better than average when compared to the typical
ghetto home life. The thing about living in the projects is that everyone knows a lot about everyone. You
know whose mom is a crackhead, prostitute or drug dealer. While everyone around you obviously has a
fucked-up life, some people are way worse off. This knowledge makes you appreciate whatever little good shit
that you do have. I have many fond memories of playing Sonic 3 on the Sega Genesis with my friends. For
example, I used to have a friend that had all the newest video games. That type of thing can make a kid
jealous, but we also had to eat at my house. My mom decided to spend money on food rather than games â€” a
wise decision. Living in close proximity to other people with problems can drag you down. Life is like poker:
This guy had a good hand, but got distracted by pussy. Now look at his stack! There are lots of people born in
the ghetto every year. A few do a little better but only barely and still have their ties to the ghetto. Then there
are those who make the ghetto a distant memory. I can proudly say that I am part of this last group. On top of
the physical dangers you have to navigate, you also have to undo lots of damaging programming. Like
attitudes about money. No one ever taught a broke project kid how to handle money. In 18 months I was broke
as hell and overdrawing my bank account. Overcoming these challenges takes time but once you beat them,
you are invincible. On my first romp in college I got into Georgetown and the University of Rochester. And to
think, we both started out living on the same street in the same fucked-up public housing project. Want to
change yours? Download the first chapter for free by clicking here. Join thousands of others who receive
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4: 'Girl From The Hood' Lifetime TV Movie Needs Extras Before Filming Starts | WVXU
The following is an ode to black girls who grew up in the ghetto. Black girls who stay in the beauty supply and seek
refuge in the nail salon. Black girls who lay their edges with the utmost precision.

5: Girls From Da Hood 4 by Ashley Antoinette
"Girls From Da Hood 4" is a fantastical fiction book. I personally enjoyed reading and listening to the vocabulary used by
this author. I encourage young teenage females to read these types of books because it gives out knowledge for girls
who are eager to learn about relationships and life in general.

6: Girls from Da Hood Series by Nikki Turner
Dating a girl from the hood - Find a man in my area! Free to join to find a man and meet a man online who is single and
hunt for you. Rich man looking for older woman & younger woman.

7: Black Girls From The Hood Are The Real Trendsetters | Wanna's World
R. Marcos Taylor, who played music executive Suge Knight in "Straight Outta Compton," will reprise his role in "Girl
From The Hood," and Curtis Hamilton will portray Dr. Dre, according to Deadline.
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